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This report should be cited as follows:

Marcy, Larry E., and Martin, Cheater 0. 1986. "Conventional Wire
Fences: Section 5.2.1, US Army Corps of Engineers Wildlife Resources
Management Manual," Technical Report EL-86-19, US Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.

NOTE TO READER

This report is designated as Section 5.2.1 in Chapter 5 -- MANAGEMENT

PRACTICES AND TECHNIQUES, Part 5.2 -- FENCES AND CROSSINGS, of the US ARMY

CORPS OF ENGINEERS WILDLIFE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT MANUAL. Each section of the

manual is published as a separate Technical Report but is designed for use as

- a unit of the manual. For best retrieval, this report should be filed accord-

ing to section number within Chapter 5.
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A variety of fence designs are often required for multipurpose management

on Government lands. Purposes of fence construction include: (1) delineation

of project boundaries, (2) division of agricultural lease areas, (3) control

of trespass in operation and maintenance areas, (4) protection from safety

hazards, (5) exclusion of livestock in wildlife management areas, and

(6) exclusion of livestock and wildlife at revegetation sites. Fence design

and installation can be an important part of a multipurpose management pro-

gram, but fences are often constructed with disregard for wildlife popula-

tions. When improperly constructed, fences can impede wildlife movements and

often result in Injury or death. Techniques presented below for conventional

wire fences emphasize designs that will restrict livestock yet allow wildlife

passage. Modified designs for critical or special-use areas are described In

chapter sections 5.2.2 - 5.2.4.

DESCRIPTION

Fences constructed where they might impede movement of wildlife should

Incorporate features to ensure the least possible hindrance. Passable fences

are constructed so wildlife can jump over the fence, crawl under the bottom

strand or through middle strands, or pass through special openings In the

3 '



fence (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1978). Fences designed to allow wild-

life free movement have 3 or 4 strands of wire; the bottom strand is smooth

wire 16 to 18 in. above the surface of the ground (Antelope States Work-

shop 1974), and the maximum height of the top strand is 40 in. (IntErstate

Antelope Conference 1962) (Fig. 1). The wire strands above the bottom strand

• ,can be 2-pronged barbed wire. To reduce the chance of injury to species that

often jump fences, a smooth wire may be substituted for the top barbed wire.

Where elk (Cervus etcphus) and moose (AZces aZces) frequently cross fences,

wooden poles should be substituted for the top wire strand to prevent injuries

and reduce damage to the fence (Vallentine 1971). Elk and moose tend to drag

their hind legs when jumping over a fence, and the pole is more readily seen

and less easily damaged. Deer (Cdocoiieus spp.) are also less apt to get

their legs caught in the wire.

Fences are basically categorized as either boundary fences or division

fences. A boundary fence is usually a 4-strand fence built along ownership

lines. Legal requirements for boundary fences are usually specified by State

laws, and the required type and construction vary from state to state

"101

12""

41" TV

1 I1""6"

Figure 1. Wire spacing for a 3- and 4-strand boundary or divisi., fence
designed to allow wildlife free passage. Note the smooth bottom
wire; a s' :th wire may also be used for the top strand. A wooden
pole should be substituted for the top strand along wildlife
migration routes
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(Vallentine 1971). Therefore, it is recommended that the manager consult the

appropriate State statutes prior to building boundary fences. A division

fence is usually a 3- or 4-strand fence that divides range areas into smaller

units or, where necessary, serves as an impassable enclosure or exclosure for

special uses. The components used in a typical wire fence are defined below

and illustrated in Figure 2.

Corner post - A large-diameter wooden post ( 6-in. diam) that serves as
an anchor point for tying off wire and is capable of withstanding high
tension. For strength, a corner post must be set a minimum of 36 in.
deep, and preferably 48 in. deep (Hanson 1982).

Corner brace post - A wooden support post ( 6-in. diam) that helps dis- r
tribute high-tension forces applied to a corner post. All corner brace
posts should be cross-braced.

Brace bar - A 4- to 6-in.-diam wooden post that rigidly connects corner
posts and corner brace posts. Steel pipe (3-in. diam) may be substituted
for wooden brace bars where more strength is needed.

Line post - Wood, metal, or fiberglass posts positioned equidistant along
the fence lines to support the weight of the wire.

Wire %"
.,stay

,Corner Line post"'
",brace "

opost

IN

Brace'I

stickg

. _ ACorner

post

Figure 2. Components of a conventional 4-strand barbed-wire fence. Line ,%,

posts may be either metal or wood
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Line brace - A wooden brace consisting of at least 2 vertical posts
( !6-in. diain) and a brace bar. Line braces are spaced at intervals of no
more than 1/4 mile along the fence line. They serve as solid attachment
points that will not give as wire is being strung. Line braces prevent
wires from becoming slack over the entire length of the fence following
breakage or accidents.

2Lt a- A wire strand separator made of wood (1-1/2- to 2-in. diam) or
9_ij2-ga wire that maintains wire spacing between line posts. All stays

should be at least 48 in. long and must rest solidly on the ground when
attached. Stays are necessary to make the fence more rigid, allowing the

Fence wires without stays may twist together and entrap animals.

MATERIALS

Materials required for a conventional fence include posts, braces, wire,

stays, staples, and nails. Details are provided below and under the topic

heading Design, Construction, and installation. Table 1 lists materials

needed to construct 1 mile of conventional wire fence with 1 wire gate and

1 line brace every 1/4 mile.

Posts and Braces

Supports for most conventional fences include corner posts, corner brace

posts, brace bars, line posts, and line braces (see Fig. 2). Posts used for

fence construction on range sites are usually wooden, but steel and fiberglass

posts are also common; steel-reinforced concrete posts are occasionally used

in special situations.

Post strength is a function of material and diameter (Jepson et al.,

undated). A comparison of post strength showed that pine posts 4-1/2 in. in

diameter required approximately a 2000-lb force applied at the top of a post

before breaking, whereas a concrete post of the same diameter was only 80% as

strong (Leighton 1978). Henderson (1966) found that steel T-posts were only

7.8% as strong as wood posts. Jepson et al. (undated) report that fiberglass

posts are 70% lighter than steel posts and can withstand greater side stress

than steel T-posts. The methods and depth of setting wood posts have a

tremendous effect on post stability. Driven posts have been found to be

1-1/2 times more rigid than posts set in dug holes; they also have greater

lifting force resistance (Jepson et al., undated). Hanson (1982) reported

that post strength was doubled when the depth of post holes was increased

6 in. over the minimum 36 in. Recommended size requirements for various types

of posts are given in Table 2.
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Table 1. Materials needed to build I mile of conventional wire
fence using wood posts only or both wood and steel

posts (after USDA Forest Service 1972)*

Item Use Quantity
FENCE WITH WOOD POSTS ONLY

Posts
4-in. diam x 6 ft long Line posts 255
6-in. diam x 7-1/2 ft long Corner and brace posts 21
5-in. diam x 8 ft long Horizontal brace 6
5-in. diam x 10 ft long Diagonal brace 9

Wire (galvanized)

Barbed, 12-1/2-ga, 80-rod roll Top 3 fence strands 16
Smooth, 12-1/2-ga, 80-rod roll Bottom fence strand 4
Smooth, 9-1/2-ga Guy and attachment wire 300 ft

Stays (twisted)**
9-1/2-ga, 42 in. long Separate wire strands 525

Staples
1-1/2 in. long Secure wire to posts 45 lb

Nails
40d Secure braces to posts 4 lb

FENCE WITH WOOD AND STEEL POSTS

Posts (wood)

4-in. diam x 6 ft long Line posts 49
6-in. diam x 7-1/2 ft long Corner and brace posts 21
5-in. diam x 8 ft long Horizontal braces 6
5-in. diam x 10 ft long Diagonal braces 9

Post (steel)
6-ft-long T-post Line posts 206

Wire (galvanized)
Barbed, 12-1/2-ga, 80-rod roll Top 3 fence strands 16
Smooth, 12-1/2-ga, 80-rod roll Bottom fence strands 4
Smooth, 9-1/2-ga Guy and attachment wire 300 ft

Stays (twisted)**
9-1/2-ga, 42 in. long Separate wire strands 525

Staples
1-1/2 in. long Secure wire to posts 10 lb

Nails
40d Secure braces to posts 4 lb

Wire clips
9-ga, twist-on Clip wire to T-posts b20

The fence design includes materials for I wire gate and I brace every

1/4 mile.

. ** If wood stays are used, add 6 in. to the above lengths.

7
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Table 2. Minimum size requirements for fence posts (from USDA

Forest Service 1972)

Type of post Length (ft) Diameter (in.)

Wooden

Line post 6 4*
Corner, angle, brace 7-1/2 6
Gate 7-1/2 6
Corral 9-1/2 6

Steel T-shaped
Line post only 5-1/2 1-3/8 x 1-3/8 x 1/8

Fiberglass
T-shaped 6 1-1/4 across
Round line 6 2-3/8

* Pressure-treated posts of split material should have an average top width

*" I in. larger than those indicated.

The life expectancy of wooden posts is determined by the (1) species,

(2) natural rot-resistance of the wood, (3) ability to absorb and retain pre-

servative, and (4) climate (Vallentine 1971; Jepson et al., undated). Black

locust (Eobinia p eudoacacia) and osage orange (Maclura pomifera) posts are

highly resistant to decay; they should last 15 to 25 years without treatment

in humid areas and up to 30 or 40 years in arid regions (Vallentine 1971).

* Other acceptable species for fence posts are cedar and juniper (Juniperus

spp.), mulberry (Morus spp.), catalpa (Catalpa spp.), baldcypress (Taxodium

distichum), white oak (Quercus alba), redwood (Sequoia spp.), sassafras

(Sassafras albidum), and Gambel oak (Quercus gambelii); posts made from these

woods will normally last up to 15 years without treatment or 20 to 25 years

when treated. All pine posts (Pinus spp.) should be treated with

preservative.

Posts with large amounts of sapwood should be treated with a wood pre-

servative. A variety of compounds are commercially available, but some of the

commonly used wood preservatives have recently been designated as restricted

use pesticides by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). These are penta-

chlorophenol (penta), creosote, and the following inorganic arsenicals:

copper-chromated arsenate (CCA), ammonia-chromated arsenate (ACA), and

ammonia-chromated zinc arsenate (ACZA). Thus, extreme care should be employed

when handling pressure-treated lumber, and EPA labels and consumer information

8



sheets must be strictly followed when applying the compounds (Robert S.

Wardwell, Armed Forces Pest Management Board, Washington, D.C., pers. commun.,

May 1986). For additional information on precautions for the use of wood pre-

servatives, the reader should contact Mr. Wardwell or Mr. Michael Stroukoff,

US Army Armaments Research, Development, and Engineering Center (ARDEC),

Dover, New Jersey.

Wire

Barbed wire. The USDA Forest Service (1972) recommended the use of

"American Glidden" 2-strand, 12-1/2-ga galvanized barbed wire or

"Sheffield 100" 2-strand, 13-1/2-ga high-tensile-strength galvanized wire.

Barbs should be 2-pointed and placed at 4-in. intervals. Barbed wire procured

by the General Services Administration (GSA) is described as barbed wire (gal-

vanized) of ASTM standard A121, zinc-coated steel (Jepson et al., undated).

Gaucho wire is 15-1/2 ga, yet it has the same breaking strength as stan-

dard 12-1/2-ga barbed wire and has a class III zinc coating, which gives it

25% longer life (Jepson et al., undated). Gaucho wire is currently selling

for 20% to 25% less than conventional barbed wire. However, it is less

flexible than conventional wire, which may make fence construction more dif-

ficult. The wire manufacturer should certify the quality of the materials

used in the wire. Fence wire manufactured by foreign companies may not meet

the rigid standards established by U.S. manufacturers.

High-tensile wire. High-tensile barbless wire has a breaking strength in

excess of 100,000 psi, whereas conventional wire never reaches this strength

(Jepson et al., undated). Most high-tensile wire used is 12-1/2 ga and has a

class III zinc coating for extended life span. New Zealand high-tensile wire

(Hi-Ten) is 12-1/2 ga and has a breaking strength of more than 190,000 psi

(Hanson 1982). Its class III zinc coating increases the life span of the wire

from 35 to 50 years. Advantages of high-tensile wire are (1) smoothness (no

barbs), which reduces or prevents injury to animals; (2) resiliency and high

strength, which allow further stretching and springback than conventional

wire; and (3) a total cost that compares favorably with conventional wire even

though more linear feet are required. Disadvantages are that: (1) it is hard

to work with due to its stiffness; (2) it requires a special figure-8 in-line

splicing knot (or a special press tool and sleeves can be used); and

(3) special equipment is needed to string the wire efficiently. A comparison

of selected characteristics of various types of wire is given in Table 3.

9
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Stays and Staples

*4:1 4.VStays. The purposes of stays are to maintain wire spacing, act as visual

barriers to livestock and wildlife, and distribute pressure evenly to all

wires in the span (Jepson et al., undated). Stays are used in lieu of addi-

tional posts because they are less expensive and easier to install. They are

usually constructed of wire, wood, or fiberglass. Wire stays (9-1/2-ga) are

mast commonly used and are less expensive than wood and fiberglass; however,

they are not as effective as a visual deterrent to livestock or wildlife, and

they bend easily. In contrast, wood stays 1-1/2 to 2 in. thick and 48 in.

long provide a strong, rigid wire support and a good visual barrier. Wood

stays are attached by presawed angle cuts, clips, or staples. Fiberglass

stays have the advantage of being light, long-lasting, and strong; however,

they are more expensive than other types of stays. Fiberglass stays attach

with special light-duty clips.

Staples. Hammer-driven staples are used to attach fence wire to wood

* posts and stays. The USDA Forest Service (1972) recommended using No. 9 Wash-

* burn and Moen gauge (W&M), standard polished or galvanized staples 1-1/2 to

1-3/4 in. long with slash-cut points. Fence wire is attached to slotted steel

WIN posts by No. 10 W&M 1-1/2-in, polished or galvanized staples with 3/16-in.

spread, or it may be tied to the fence post with 14-ga wire.

Equipment

Fence construction requires a minimum number of tools, including:

* (1) power posthole auger or manual posthole digger, (2) chain saw, (3) hammer,

* (4) level, (5) tape measure, (6) 1/2-in, wood chisel, (7) pliers, (8) wire

* cutters, (9) fencing tool, (10) crescent wrench, (11) wood plane, (12) line

post driver, (13) prize bar, (14) rammer or tamping tool, (15) wire strainer,

(16) shovel and spade, and (17) spinning jenny (a device that aids in dis-

pensing wire) . Techniques for using special tools, such as the spinning

jenny, are discussed in the following section.

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND INSTALLATION

There is no uniform standard of wire fence construction since the methods

used are based on many factors. These include (1) topography, (2) water

distribution, (3) vegetation, (4) range condition, and (5) resources,

1AP11



manpower, and financial considerations. Basic guidelines for all types of
wire fences are provided below.

The usual order of construction for any wire fence is to: (1) survey and

mark all boundary and division fence locations; (2) clear the fence line of

all brush; (3) set corner, corner brace, line brace, and rise and dip posts in

post holes at least 36 in. deep; (4) set line posts on an accurate line

between installed corner and line brace posts at least 24 in. deep; (5) string

wire on the side of the post that will receive the greatest pressure from

* livestock, drifted snow, tumbleweeds, or other factors; and (6) stretch and

staple one wire at a time (beginning with the top wire). Wires should be

stretched tightly and uniformly by section between brace installations (USDA

Forest Service 1972).

Construction Methods

Fence lines should be precisely located, marked with metal or wooden

stakes, and flagged before construction is started, particularly if construc-

tion is to be contracted (USDA Forest Service 1972). The fence line should be

cleared of any brush or obstructions. Hanson (1982) suggests blading the line

to cut down rises and to fill in gaps; blading also facilitates construction

and maintenance. However, extreme care must be taken when clearing erosive

*sites (Vallentine 1971). A maximum of a 1/4 mile should be fenced at a time.

Corner posts. Posts and braces should f irst be placed along the desig-

nated fence line. Minimum dimensions for corner and line brace installations

are given in Figure 3. Soil conditions dictate the type of corner and line

*braces used. In heavy soils, all corner braces should consist of 3 posts and

* 2 brace bars, whereas sandy soils require corner braces of 5 posts and 4 brace

bars. In sandy soils, the addition of log or rock anchors (deadmen) attached

to the corner post may prevent the post from shifting as tension is applied.

One set of corner posts and braces should be installed at a time. Post

holes are dug at least 36 in. deep and 42 in. (center-to-center) apart. Post

holes should be dug so that the corner and corner brace posts have a 2-in.

outward lean at the top of the post; the lean should be away from the direc-

* tion of pull. Corner and corner brace posts are then placed in their respec-

tive holes, and are measured and marked 40 in. from the surface of the ground

up one side of each post. This gives the correct height for placement of the

brace bars and the top wire. The ends of each brace bar are trimmed to a-

12



Direction
orrbrace Post 42" of pull

Brace bar -I

I IF

Twist stick I-
Corner post Guy-line

I I

II I I

PERSPECTIVE SIDE VIEW

INSTALLATION FOR HEAVY SOIL

=. Corner brace posts ,_84"

Brace bs 42" Orection

or pull

48"

' ., Corner post -
II ,,

I I I .36" ''
I'I

I... L.a ~

Deadm SIDE VIEW, c~optional) E~
100-lb rock - or , 8" 3' log

. /1

PERSPECTIVE

INSTALLATION FOR SANDY SOIL

Figure 3. Corner and brace installation for heavy soils (top) and sandy

soils (bottom), showing optional anchor points (deadmen) that
**.- can be used In sandy soils (adapted from USDA Forest Service
-' - 1972)
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3-in, square, as shown in Figure 4. A 1-1/2-in, chisel is then used to notch

each brace and corner post at the previously measured 40-in, mark, the mark

being the top of the notch. Each notch should be cut approximately 1 to 2 in.

deep; each corner post will have 2 notches 90 deg apart. Brace bars should

fit snuggly in the notches. In areas where livestock concentrate, corner

* brace strength can be increased by using a 3-in.-diam steel pipe instead of a

wooden brace bar (USDA Forest Service 1972). Brace and corner posts should be

drilled with 3-1/2-in.-diam holes, 3 in. deep to secure the pipe brace bars in

the posts.

Corner and corner brace posts are then set in their respective holes, and

brace bars are positioned in the notches. A piece of rope tied across the top

of each corner and brace post helps keep brace bars from falling out while

* post holes are being filled. Each vertical post should be placed against the

side of the hole from which tension will be applied when fence wires are tied

of f (Fig. 5). Fill dirt should then be shoveled into the holes and tamped

*firmly with a rammer in at least 4 layers to provide a firm setting. Posts

should not be set in concrete, as water traps easily between the post and con-

crete, resulting in more rapid decay than would otherwise occur.

After posts have been firmly set, guy-lines should be used to secure the

corner, corner brace posts, and brace bars together. Doubled guy-lines

(9-1/2- or 12-1/2-ga smooth wire) are attached to the top of each brace post

and to the bottom of the corner post. Attachment is made by wrapping one end

of the guy-lines around the top of the brace post and over the top of the

brace bar; the short end Is then twisted at least 6 times around the remaining

portion of the wire. The guy-lines should be secured in similar fashion to

the bottom of the corner post at ground level. The bottom portion of the

guy-lines should be double-stapled to keep the lines from riding up the post

when the wires are tightened. Proper staple installation is illustrated in

Figure 6.

An alternative method of securing guy-lines Is to drill a 1/2-in.-diam

hole horizontal through the post and 2 to 3 in. deep into the end of the brace

bar. A 1/2-in.-diam steel rod (rebar) can be driven into the post and brace

bar. Approximately 2 in. of rod should remain outside the post. The guy-line

can then be wrapped around the rod and tied off as mentioned above. A twist

stick (2 In. In diameter and 24 to 36 in. long) Is inserted between the

2 wires of the guy-line, and the wires are tightened by twisting, using the 4.-

14
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Brac bar (preferred)

CUTTING DETAIL " Trim off

-- W. LIBrace bars

post

SIDE VIEW TOP VIEW

Figure 4. Cutting detail and installation of brace bar. Brace bars
are connected to corner posts and corner brace posts

- 2" lean
Corner post away from

o direction
of pull

Rammer

Fill dirt
Post flush with
side of hole

K ;,

Figure 5. Proper placement of corner post against side of post hole
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Im

optional method of
attaching guy-lines.

raebar r
Twist stick 12 a
tie-off wire

Double-staple around
bottom of metal pin
guy-lines

- rebar

Brace 1

Corner post 
post

I -

I Twist stick

At least NOTES
6 wraps Staples are angled upward to

,: tkeep the bottom of the guy-line
_l from slipping up the corner post

7 '/ , /has tension is applied with the
twist stick.

Figure 6. Application of double guy-lines, twist stick, and staples to
secure corner post, brace post, and brace bar. Note placement
of staples in the corner post

stick as a handle. The guy-lines should be tightened until the posts and

brace bars are solid. A wire loop around the brace bar can be used to tie off

the twist stick. (After all of the fence wires have been stretched and tied

off, any slack in the corner and brace posts can be removed with the twist

stick.)

Line braces and posts. The type of line brace installation is also

dependent on soil type and follows the same guidelines as described for corner

posts (Fig. 7a). Line braces are used on long fence sections every 1/4 mile

and serve as stretching and tie-off stations. Any displacement in the fence

line that creates an angle requires a line brace set where it will counteract

the wire tension (Fig. 7b). Specifications for line posts and stays vary

according to topography and weather regime. Table 4 shows the types of posts

and stays required and the distance between line posts and stays for

16
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Table 4. Specifications for line posts and stays for 6 categories of division
and boundary fences (after USDA Forest Service 1972)

Distance Distance
Type of Line Between Between

Fence Type and Location Posts and Stays Line Posts Stays

3-strand division fence (level Metal or wooden 25' 5'0"
ground, light or no snow country) posts and stays

3-strand division fence (steep Metal or wooden 20' 5'0"
ground, moderate snow country) posts, wooden

stays

4-strand division fence (level Metal or wooden 20' 510"
ground, light or no snow country) posts, wooden

stays

4-strand division fence (level Metal or wooden 16' 5'4"
ground, moderate snow country) posts, wooden

stays

4-strand boundary or right-of-way Metal or wooden 25' 8'4"
fence (level ground, light posts, wooden
or no snow country, below stays
5000-ft elevation)

4-strand boundary or right-of-way Metal or wooden 20' 6'8"
fence (level ground, moderate posts, wooden
snow country, 5000- to 9000-ft stays
elevation)

6 categories of 3- and 4-strand wire boundary and division fences; examples

are illustrated in Figure 8.

Line posts are set a minimum of 24 in. deep on as straight a line as

possible between corner posts. Wooden posts are positioned against the side

of the hole as described for corner and brace posts, and the holes are packed

solidly with fill-dirt. Power post drivers can be used for setting metal line

posts or wooden posts if the posts are relatively straight and pointed on one

end (Vallentine 1971). Post driving is feasible in most soils where holes can

be dug with a power auger, and it has the advantage of rapidly and firmly

setting posts without additional tamping.

Wire strands. The final step in fence construction is wire attachment.

The end of the top wire should first be connected to the corner post with a

double wrap and at least 6 twists, and then be strung to the next corner post

18



5"-0"5"-0" 5'-0'" 5'o0"5 0".

'L,1 Metal or wooden stays I

24"

, I

25'-0"

i-;6"-8'" _6'-8" =6'-8""=
,

Wooden stays -.. 9P"

24"

20'-0"

Figure 8. Three-strand level-ground division fence with metal or wooden

line posts and stays for light snow country (top), and 4-strand
level-ground right-of-way or roadside fence with wooden or
metal line posts and wooden stays for moderate snow country at
elevations from 5000 to 9000 ft (bottom) (adapted from USDA
Forest Service 1972)
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or line brace (Fig. 9). Barbed wire comes on a spool and can be strung easily

by hand by placing a piece of 1/2-in.-diam pipe through the spool holes and -..-..

allowing the wire to unwind or by using a "spinning jenny" attached to a

vehicle. Smooth wire should be payed out only with a spinning jenny

(Fig. 10).

After the top wire has been strung between corner posts or between corner

and line braces, it should be pulled as tight as possible by hand. A chain-

type wire stretcher should then be attached to the corner post and wire

strand. For barbed wire, a tension of 100 to 200 lb should be applied,

depending on the manufacturer's recommendations. Hanson (1982) reported a

simple method of measuring wire tension by using an inexpensive meter made

from a spring-type scale and a 1- x 2- x 44-in. board with 2 hooks screwed

40 in. apart (Fig. 11). The hooks are placed over a wire strand, and the

scale is attached to the center of the wire strand between the hooks. Tension

is determined by pulling up on the scale until the wire strand deflects

1/2 in. The reading on the scale is multiplied by 20 to give the tension

(expressed in pounds) on the wire. When the proper tension has been applied,

the wire should be cut from the spool; enough wire should be left to make

2 turns around the post and a 6-twist tie-off. The wire stretcher can be

released after the wire has been secured. An alternative to using a chain-

type wire stretcher is to use a permanent in-line wire stretcher and wire

tension indicator spring attached at one end of each strand or in the middle

of a strand (Fig. 11). Most tension springs are marked to indicate tension at

0, 100, 200, or 300 lb.

At least

6 twists,.

I Double wrap

Brace bar.,,,)

i- Corner post

!.4.

Figure 9. Proper attachment of top wire strand to the corner post. The
wire is tied off to the post with 2 wraps and at least 6
twists. Note placement of wire along top of the bra-e bar
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Barbed wire
Smooth wire

Spinn:ng jenny

Attachment

Sleeve_ __

SPINNING JENNY
Attach mert - I

U _Sleeve
Locking
bolt
to hold or Attachment g~
sleeve- -Jl

24 U

Pickup-bed, 9
_ _

stake hole"

ALTERNATIVE POINTS OF ATTACHMENT TO VEHICLE

Figure 10. Wire dispensing tool (spinning jenny) designed to string

barbed wire (a) and high-tensile wire (b). Wire can be

dispensed by hand or by attachment of the spinning jenny

to a vehicle
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The wire strand is attached

tp the take-up spool, and T e spool
tension is applied by turning Take-up spool
the spool with a wrench

To corner post Wire strand

PERMANENT IN-LINE WIRE STRETCHER

# Deflect the wire strand 1/2";

scale reading in pounds x 20= pounds tension

Spring-type scale
(hand-held)

1" x 2" x 44" board Screw hook

112 deflctio

. ~~40"-- " -

WIRE TENSION METER

Figure 11. Permanent in-line wire stretcher (top) and a simple method of
measuring wire tension with a meter comprised of a spring-
type scale and board (bottom) (from Hanson 1982)

The top wire should be tied off so that it almost touches the top of the

brace bars. The fit of the brace bar(s) to the corner and brace posts should

then be checked; any slack or tendency of the posts to lean In the direction

of pull can be removed with the guy-line and twist stick. The remaining wire

strands should be attached following the same procedures used for the top

strand. The strands should be stapled to all posts from top to bottom at the

recommended heights. The top strand should also be stapled to all brace bars.

Staples should always be driven downward at an angle to the grain of the wood.
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Staples should not be driven tight against the strand, as a crimp or nick in

the wire will weaken the strand and may cause wire breakage. Stays should be

attached at equal distances between line posts.

Design Modifications

Fence lines crossing depressions and ridges will require special design

modifications (Fig. 12). All posts installed in these situations should be at

least 6 in. in diameter and set 4 ft deep. In moderate depressions, posts may

need additional braces to keep them in place. Large rocks (250 lb) can be

attached by guy-lines to prevent the post from pulling out. However, Hanson

(1982) suggested using a "foot brace" to secure a post in the hole and keep it

from lifting; the brace will also prevent a round post from twisting in the

hole. A foot brace (Fig. 13) is made from 2- x 2- x 12-in. pressure-treated

wood. One end of a 7-ft-long piece of 12-1/2-ga smooth wire is wrapped twice

around the center of the foot, and the wire is tied off with 6 twists. The

wraps are then stapled on the bottom of the foot to prevent them from

slipping. Approximately 6 ft of wire should be left over to anchor the foot

to the post. The corner post is placed in an enlarged hole '12-in.-diam) and

positioned as described for a conventional corner post. The foot braces

(2 per post) should be forced down each side of the post into the bottom of

the hole. After the foot braces are in position, the anchor wires should be

pulled up the side of the post and the hole filled. A chain-type wire

stretcher should be attached to the post, and all slack should be pulled out

of the anchor wires. The anchor wires should be wrapped around the post to

counteract the tension that will cause a post to twist. Anchor wires should

be stapled to the post.

Deep depressions require a separate section of fence, complete with

corner posts, braces, and line posts. Depression and ridge fence wires should

be strung and stretched with just enough tension to allow the wires to be

positioned at the correct heights. Wire strands should be double-stapled to

the posts with 2-in.-long staples, or special metal clips may be attached with

6d nails. In severe cases where staples keep pulling out, 1/2-in.-diam gal-

vanized bolts and washers can be used (Fig. 14).

Construction of passable wildlife fences across drainage channels should

not restrict waterflow. If the channel is narrow, with an intermittent flow,

some type of swinging gate is usually best (USDA Forest Service 1972). A gate
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Additional braces r-.i-

use fifth wire

Use stones weighing
50 lb or more
(or use foot brace - Fig. 13)

MODIFICATIONS FOR MODERATE DEPRESSIONS

Double staple

U twall posts

Two ieTwo independent
braces, 3" gap
between Use water gate if

high water is likely

,' " - Use stones weighing

,,50 Ib or moreW,

(or use foot brace- Fig. 14)

MODIFICATIONS FOR DEEP DEPRESSIONS

Additional bracing
is required to
hold tension on

the wire

/-Wire strands are
stretched and tied
off in sections

" Double staple rather than trying
all posts to stretch wire over

a steep rise.

RIDGELINE CROSSINGS

Figure 12. Design modifications for fences installed across depressions

and ridgelines (after USDA Forest Service 1972)
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Foot brace Ramnmer
wire

6-8" i Foot brace wire stapled
I Iabove the to opposite side of post

ground il ~3 in sequence shown

Foot brace wire

Fotbrace )IIl/.1I _

a.

Anchor wire

Tension Tension ,eFoot brace

4------------------------------------------

\Post will
\not twist

/-Anchor
Foot brace~~~ wire

L - - - - -- -

WITHOUT FOOT BRACES WITH FOOT BRACES

C.

Figure 13. Foot brace installation showing: (a) method to prevent
posts from lifting or twisting, (b) correct method of
stapling the foot wire to the post, and (c) comparison
of posts set without and with foot braces (from Hanson
1982)
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Wire is placed over
I the bolt on ridges,

I1 111) under the bolt in

I Il 1/2" diam
A = Metal galvanized

<ID l bolt and washers
clip

NOTES
Wire should be

able to move
between the
washers.

a b c

Figure 14. Methods of attaching wire to ridge and depression posts:
(a) double staple, (b) metal clip, and (c) 1/2-in.-diam
galvanized bolt and washers (tension keeps the wire strand
between the washers)

can be made by suspending two 6-in.-diam logs with 9-1/2-ga smooth wire from a

1/2-in.-diam twisted steel cable strung between corner posts (Fig. 15a). As

water rises in the creek, the logs float the gate out of the way. Where there

is a large channel with a permanently flowing stream to be spanned, a slat-

type of fence suspended from a 1/2-in.-diam cable can be effective (Fig. 15b).

All types of water gap structures should permit wildlife to pass under them.

PLACEMENT

Any fence has the potential of becoming a problem to wildlife if it

restricts access to food av.d vrater or causes physical injury through entangle-

ment (Yoakum et al. 1980). The surest way to minimize the effects of fences

on wildlife is to limit the number of fences, keep pastures or ranges as large

as possible, and construct fences in such a way that wildlife can cross them

at almost any point (Mapston 1972). Fenced areas should be able to meet

wildlife requirements in years of drought and severe winters and allow for

movement of all age groups in order to maintain healthy populations (Yoakum

et al. 1980).
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II I Brace bars
,,o-Wr stay notched into posts

4'-6" * ~ r ty

4'U cable 
I , LJ i

JLi" LJ mamV Li -

Rocks or logs Log or plank

a. NARROW DRAINAGES

112" cable 9-1/2 -ga
smooth wire 1O" -diam post

2'a

Wooden log floats as water rises,
Concrete keeps fence down otherwise

block Gap should be
deadman large enough to

allow wildlife free O
passage, but retain
livestock

b. WIDE, SHALLOW DRAINAGES

Figure 15. Special designs for passable fences constructed across
drainagevays (from USDA Forest Service 1972)
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When possible, all fences should parallel migration routes of big game

animals (Jerry W. Davis, USDA Forest Service, pers. commun., 1984). Fences

that must cross migration routes should contain "lay down" fence panels that

can be lowered during critical movement periods (see Section 5.2.2). Where

watering ponds must be fenced, a pole or rail fence that will permit wildlife

access but restrict livestock is recommended.

The complete fencing plan including gates, corrals, and water gaps should

* be plotted on a map and carefully correlated with projected management and

*improvement plans (Vallentine 1971). Determining the location and type of

fence used involves a great deal of ground reconnaissance and consideration of

the following factors:

(1) Project requirements.

(2) District and Project Office guidelines and regulations pertaining to
fencing.

(3) Kind and class of livestock, if grazing leases are part of the man-
agement plan. A knowledge of forage preferences of livestock and
wildlife helps make wise use of rangelands and aids in locating
pasture and range boundaries for fence locations (Stoddart et al.
1943).

(4) Topography: Natural barriers (rocky ridges, ledges, gullies, and
water) can be used effectively without conflicting with wildlife
needs. Steep slopes and rocky terrain result in construction prob-
lems and increased cosits and should usually not be fenced.

(5) Development and distribution of water: All fenced sites should
contain adequate water to meet the needs of livestock and wildlife
in drought conditions. Where livestock grazing is permitted, water-
ing ponds should be fenced to prevent overuse and erosion of the
land surrounding the pond and pollution of the water. Water troughs
and guzzlers should be installed outside the fence for use by both
livestock and wildlife.

(6) Season of use: Fences should be located so as not to restrict wild-
life migration to summer and wintering areas and calving or fawning
sites.

* In addition, Hanson (1982) suggested that fence placement should:

a.(1) Separate seeded areas from native range.

(2) Exclude livestock and wildlife from hazardous areas (ponds, dams,
spillways, and concrete-lined canals).

(3) Allow access for maintenance.

(4) Prevent interference with fire breaks, trails, and roads.

(5) Prevent livestock trailing through erosive areas.
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MAINTENANCE

Fences should be maintained at, or as near as possible to, the standard

to which they were constructed (USDA Forest Service 1972). A regular schedule

of inspection and maintenance is necessary, and broken wires, posts, and

staples must be replaced; routine work should also include maintaining access

roads and fence lines. After construction a new fence will settle, the posts

will tend to give, and wires will become slack. Therefore, the soil around

posts should be retamped and the wires restretched as necessary to remove any

sag. Maintenance ratings for the various fence designs are provided in

Table 5.

Weather-related fence damage is very common. Heavy rains tend to cause

* soil erosion and washouts under fences, particularly at livestock trails, gul-

*lies, and creeks (Wade 1982). Damage also occurs from falling timber,

windblown sand, heavy snowpack, and high vegetation. Fences should always be

inspected for damage following severe storms; in snow country they should be

inspected in the spring following snowmelt.

PERSONNEL AND COSTS

Material costs and man-hour requirements f or construction and maintenance

of fences vary relative to geographic location, topography, purchase quanti-

ties, and type of labor used (Jones and Longhurst 1958, Thompson 1979). Labor

requirements for constructing 1 mile of wire fence on level terrain were

* reported by Waldrip (1962) as 112 man-hours when metal line posts were used;

168 man-hours were required when using wooden line posts. However, cost sav-

ings can be realized by manipulating the primary cost source--the fence itself

(Jepson et al., undated). Fence construction and maintenance costs can be

significantly reduced by modifying the number of posts and wire strands used.

Additional cost savings can be made by implementing other proven fence

* designs, methods, and materials. A comparison of construction and labor costs

for several fence designs is given in Table 5. For more information on these

designs, refer to sections 5.2.2, Special Wire Fences, and 5.2.3, Impassable

Fences.

* CAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

* *- Numerous livestock and some human losses have occurred by massive elec-
trical currents traveling down fence wires as a result of lightning qnd/or
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Table 5. Comparison of cost and maintenance for fence designs

Materials Labor Total Maintenance
Fence Design $/mile $/mile $/mile Rating*

Conventional

3-wire barbed 2126 2100+  4226 III

4-wire barbed 2210 2100 4310 III

Special

Suspension, wood stays 1268 634 1902 II

Suspension, wire stays 932 468 1400 II

Let-down, 4 wire 3612 2406 6018 V

High-tensile, 4 wire 1110 700 1810 II

Impassable ++

Upright 6184 3184 9368# V

Slanting 5071 2100 7171 III

* Maintenance rating: I = lowest, V * highest. Maintenance rating was
done on a ranking basis because actual dollar amounts are unavailable.

** From Jepson et al. (undated); values converted to 1982 retail.

+ Davis (1983, pers. commun.) reported that labor costs for fencing rough
terrain could reach $5900/mile.

++ From Messner et al. (1973), values converted to 1982 retail.

# Fencing costs per mile on steep, rough, or brushy range can run 50% or
more than on level, brush-free range (Vallentine 1971). Moen (1983)
estimated the cost of an upright impassable fence at between $11,880 and
$20,000/mile.
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powerline breakages (USDA Forest Service 1972). All wire fences should be

grounded at each line brace, on each side of gates, and on each side of all

powerlines that cross a fence. Fences can be grounded by connecting each wire

strand together with 9-1/2-ga (minimum) copper wire or other good conductor.

The copper wire should be connected to a metal grounding rod (3/4-in, galvan-I

ized steel pipe or 1/2-in.--diam steel rod) driven 3 ft into the ground.

Grounding rods should be located not more than 300 ft apart (150 ft apart in

dry, rocky soil). Proper grounding is also necessary to prevent deterioration

of the fence wire by lightning, which causes rusting and loss of temper,

thereby reducing longevity (Vallentine 1971).

Protective clothing, eye glasses, and leather gloves are recommended when

building or maintaining fences, and extreme care should be employed when han-

dling pressure-treated lumber. EPA labels and consumer information sheets

must be strictly followed when applying wood preservatives. Barbed wire can

injure the unprotected hands and face if handled carelessly, and the round

shoulders of staples cause them to ricochet if not struck properly with a ham-

mer. Wire stretching, if not done properly, is the most hazardous operation

in fence construction. Never stretch wire with a vehicle because the breaking

S1~. strength of wire can be quickly exceeded, resulting in a wire whip on person-

nel near the break. Follow manufacturer's recommendations for proper wire

tension, and stretch wire only with the proper equipment.

The following recommendations and cautions should be considered when

planning, constructing, or maintaining fences:

(1) Avoid high-drainage or high-runoff streambeds which necessitate
costly water gaps (USDA Forest Service 1972).

(2) Tight fence construction with multiple strands of wire set around
watering ponds provides very poor and dangerous access for wildlife.

(3) The unappealing visual effect of straight-line swaths running up
mountain sides can be avoided by not cutting the trees and shrubs
that are adjacent to but not directly on the fence line (Maser
et al. 1979).

(4) Livestock may trail along fence lines that are set perpendicular to
a slope, thus causing water-related erosion problems (USDA Forest
Service 1972).

(5) Fence angles of 45 deg or less create pockets that may trap or
otherwise hinder animal movement.

(6) Sharply angling or curving fences are difficult and costly to brace.

(7) Remove unnecessary fences and loose wire that might trap or snare

livestock and wildlife. Old fence posts should be left in the
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ground in areas lacking suitable vegetation for raptor perches
(Maser et al. 1979). Old posts are also suitable as base logs in
brushpile construction.

(8) Removal of the herbaceous ground cover must be avoided when install-
ing fences on steep grades and erosive soils (Vallentine 1971). In

heavily timbered or very rough and rocky terrain, clearing must
generally be reduced to a minimum. Where herbaceous cover has been
removed, reseeding with grasses should follow. Revegetation of
fence lines cleared of vegetation in desert areas is particularly
difficult because such areas are susceptible to infestations of
noxious plants.
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